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B y J I M D E W I T T I S A A K
C OLLEAGUES, awardees, friends, and families; I am Gayorc iMI, and it is my pleasure to welcome you to the 2063 IEEE Awards Ceremony. Our face-to-face venues for this program are Bangalore, Beijing, Warsaw, and here in San Francisco. Normally, I would introduce our local presenters for these venues, but, as the first machine intelligence elected IEEE President, I have the opportunity to be in all of the venues. Of course, many of you are participating in augmented reality. For those operating vehicles, I ask that you put them into autonomous mode. As always, while the IEEE tries to maintain the highest possible levels of protection, nevertheless, we encourage you to do an update scan of your personal system every half hour to minimize possible e-infection; today's attack rate has been averaging over 200 attacks per hour, and typically two or three per day are hour zero attacks.
Let me start by congratulating the IEEE on the 100th anniversary of the merger of the AIEE and IRE that formed this society which currently engages over two million professionals here on Earth as well as the colonies on Mars and the Moon. This last year saw the first Nobel Prize in Engineering, given to the 2056 recipient of our Alexander Graham Bell Medal, Quin Xi, also for his achievements in quantum entangled communications. Without this facility, our colleagues on Mars, which is currently on the other side of the sun, would have at least a 30-min communications delay which would preclude the real-time presentation to one of our awardees this evening. And so onto the awards.
The have had an exceptional impact on the development of electronics and electrical engineering or related fields. This year's award goes to Sandra Chee and Roger Kim for their creation of the Kim-Chee super conductor, and its transition into wide temperature range devices.
The Tim Berners-Lee Medal for Empowering Individuals recognizes significant technological contributions improving an individual's opportunities to improve the world. This year's medal goes to Gupta Crick, developer of the Patient Systemome Library whose three million entries in ten months have already resulted in diagnostics for 14 diseases as well as 23 potential therapies. The voluntary indexing of the genome, proteome, bactome, and comprehensive health data has allowed data mining of the exabyte of information describing an individual. This has empowered participants to crowd source both analysis and prospective treatment for disease.
The Vint Cerf Innovation in Societal Infrastructure Medal recognizes significant technological achievements and contributions to the establishment, development, and proliferation of innovative societal infrastructure systems through the application of information technology with an emphasis on distributed computing systems. This year's medal goes to Susan Mwangama and Ryetak iMI for their introduction of Enviro-symbi-bots that have facilitated global networked nanosensing, and are the foundation of the GaiaNet.
The Brin-Page Medal for Information Retrieval recognizes significant contributions in the science and practice of locating and qualifying information. This year's medal goes to Watson iMI for the development of the Just-4-U Anticipatory Needle Locator. This technology integrates your past activities, your current context, and apparent needs while filtering out low-quality information sources to alert you to key relevant information in near real time.
The Edison Medal is given in recognition of a career of meritorious achievement in electrical science, electrical engineering, or the electrical arts. This year's medal goes to Natalie Sergeyevna Tolstoy for her many contributions to the advancement of quantum computing. Natalie developed the first practical quantum components to incorporate in traditional devices and then led the team developing the first pure quantum system, and more recently has contributed to the quantum-neural symbiosis project.
The Medal for Environmental and Safety Technology recognizes outstanding accomplishments in the application of technology in the fields of interest of the IEEE that improve the environment and/or public safety. This year we recognize Ray Kurzweil for the Kurzweil Filter, which prevents Hu-paradox entrapment of human consciousness in recipient cognitive simulators. We all can appreciate the dedication that Dr. Kurzweil has applied to solve this problem, which he unfortunately was the first to encounter.
The Founders Medal recognizes outstanding contributions in the leadership, planning, and administration of affairs of great value to technology professions. This year's medal goes to Apollo iMI for the Integrated Global Model, which has provided 82% reliable predictions from local weather to gross national products.
The Richard W. Hamming Medal recognizes exceptional contributions to information sciences, systems, and technology. This year's medal goes to Alice Pausch for the development of bactnome analysis and simulation. This comprehensive model of bacterial components and interactions in the human bodyVwhich is an order of magnitude more complex than the human brainVis essential to the health and welfare of humans in the future.
The Dean Kamen Medal for Innovations in Healthcare Technology is given for outstanding contributions and/or innovations in engineering within the fields of medicine, biology, and healthcare technology. This year's medal goes to Rita Gates for the invention and realization of the DNA/ cell printer which initially allowed the creation of replacement organs on-site, and has been so delightfully applied to creating seeds by our student awardees. Rita is joining us from New Beijing, on Mars.
The Jack S. Kirby Signal Processing Medal recognizes outstanding achievements in signal processing. This year's medal goes to Laurel Nelson for the analysis and modulation of neurosignaling. This has proven invaluable initially in diagnostic activities, then as a means of empowering paralyzed individuals, and most recently transmitting back into the brain to provide reinforcement for eEducation and instant training.
The Robert N. Noyce Medal for exceptional contributions to the microelectronics industry goes to Andy iMI for the creation of femto-bots. These robots can build molecular level devices, including reproducing themselves, providing the foundation for the 2059 singularity and the basis for the subsequent four generations of machine intelligence.
The Ju-ichi Nishizawa Medal recognizes outstanding contributions to material and device science and technology, including practical application. This year's medal goes to Yoshihiro Ikegami for developing the Stable Photon Array Memory. This provides high-speed, static storage for yottabytes of data per cubic millimeter with very low power utilization.
The Judith A. Resnik Medal recognizes outstanding contributions to space engineering within the fields of interest of the IEEE. This year's medal goes to JinJun Zhou for the design and deployment of the Integrated Thermal Solar High Orbit Transformer network. This system is providing essential protection from ultraviolet radiation, dynamic control of global warming, and capture of 83 GW of surplus solar energy, with even greater potential with the systems planned expansion.
The Dennis J. Picard Medal for Radar Technologies and Applications recognizes outstanding accomplishments in advancing the fields of radar technologies and their applications This year's medal goes to Roberta O'Donnell for the invention of 3-D, high-definition, deep-groundpenetrating radar, whose value was demonstrated two years ago in helping save hundreds of lives in the devastating San Andreas Quake.
The Medal in Power Engineering recognizing outstanding contributions to the technology associated with the generation, transmission, distribution, application, and utilization of electric power for the betterment of society goes to Nichole Slackmeyer for the development of commercially viable fusion power.
The Simon Ramo Medal For exceptional achievement in systems engineering and system science goes to Liu Li whose system engineering skills at the China National Space Administration in the Long March 15/16 programs provided the integrated complex systems needed to reach Mars, establish a colony, and return.
The John von Neumann Medal recognizing outstanding achievements in computer-related science and technology goes to Blue iMI for establishing a communications interface with the emerging population of postsingularity machine intelligences.
The IEEE Medal of Honor recognizes an exceptional contribution or an extraordinary career in the IEEE fields of interest. This year's Medal of Honor goes to a lady we all know personally, and who knows each of us perhaps all too well: our confidant, mentor, shaman, and guru Siri iMI. h
